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Sophia Bluvstein - also known as Sonya the Golden Hand - was probably the most professional, bravest, and longest-functioning of crooks in the country, and her life was dramatic until the very end. Sophia Bluvstein, better known as Sonya the Golden Hand, gained notoriety as the ‘Queen of Russian Thieves’ - because of her jaw dropping looks, cold-blooded professionalism, and great theatrical talent. Every single one of her thefts was a meticulously staged show. A good morning job. Sonya's robbery routine was simple and elegant. If needed, she could charm any man - a policeman, investigator, prison warden, convoy soldier - or counts, princes, and generals if need be. When seducing a man, she seemed genuinely in love, grasped with passion. Tressed, having tresses: formed into tresses or ringlets: curled; Tressed, pertaining to tresses, like tresses.